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4.2.1Levels of coalescence.
In terms of edge treatments the plans figures 24.0 to 27.0 show four versions
with a number of common features. The four groups identified slightly
different areas for development. All groups identified a common core area.
Group B significantly extended their area of concern both north and west
towards the B547 and Little Harrowden. Group C extended their area
eastwards to include an area adjacent to the railway line. Groups B, C and D
also defined an area to the south west adjacent to Blackberry Fox covert.
The edge examples selected for the common core area define four main edge
treatments – see figure 28.0.
•

The northern and western boundaries are seen by all
groups as being highly separated from the adjacent country
side. Edge examples are views over open fields – edge
cards 8, 9 and 19 – country lanes with high hedges – edge
card 15 and views overplaying fields – edge card 5.

•

The boundary immediately adjacent to the existing built up
edge of Redhill Grange is seen as building dominated with
a high degree of integration between the existing area and
any new development. Hard, well integrated edges with
relatively high built form density are suggested by the edge
cards such as 27.

•

The southern boundary adjacent to the built up edge of
Wellingborough was seen as being a moderate level of
separation. Predominantly green but with a high level of
visual and physical access. Views from properties with
deep front gardens, tree lined boulevards – edge card 30 –
and road side planting – edge card 10 - were selected.

•

Internal to the core area are a series of edges to the green
corridor following the stream course. These are identified
as being highly integrated and visually open with a village
green feel. Edge card 21 was selected as an example
treatment.
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26 cards were selected in total by the four groups. Table 24.0 presents the
edge cards selected by at least two groups. Those selected by only one
group are shown in appendix B.
Table 24.0 Selected edge cards – north.

Card selected by at least three groups

Card selected by at least two groups.

Card selected by at least two groups.

Card selected by at least two groups.
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The selected cards present not just a picture of the type of edge
recommended but also present information showing the levels of both
physical and visual separation that can be achieved by that particular type
when using the elements and land uses indicated on the cards.
Figure 28.0 presents a composite edge-type distribution showing the locations
around the site boundary for the general edge treatment as recommended by
workshop groups. The plan only shows the core area common to all groups.
This provides a palette of edge treatments linking levels of desired separation
with land uses and physical elements. This can be employed by the design
and planning teams to achieve separation, land use provision requirements
and character indications.
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4.2.2 Links, movement and uses
In regard to links and movement figures 29.0 to 32.0 present the groups’
movement proposals and indications of use and service distributions (see
section 4.2.3). Each group was asked to indicate the potential movement
patterns into and within the workshop area. The plans figures 29.0 to 32.0
represent variations on a number of common themes.
The main common features are:


All groups show a network of cycle and path ways running through a
series of integrated green corridors. The green corridor network is
shown as being connected to the Ise valley by all groups.



Regarding main traffic flows three groups A, C and D show or
request a realignment of the proposed by-pass link road. Running
north south.



The existing A509 is shown as a level 3 or level 4 route by all groups.



Groups A and C propose a public transport loop running through
new development.



Groups A, B and D show direct level 2 or 3 connections running
directly from the existing development to the south to any proposed
new local centres.



All groups illustrate a movement network of connected streets with a
clear hierarchy of importance.



Local and neighbourhood centres are shown on main nodes thereby
increasing access. The positions of these centres vary between the
groups.
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Group D propose a level 4 route running along the eastern boundary
of the area adjacent to the railway line and connecting to the A510.



All groups showed level 3 or 4 road access across the railway line to
the east.



All groups used the existing valleys and associated vegetation as a
main structuring element to their movement proposals.

3.2.4 Identifying activity locations.
Figures 29.0 to 32.0 also indicate were the groups felt that different activities
would be best located. They were asked to indicate the location of uses and
services in relation to:
•

characteristics and distinctive features from the area mental mapping;

•

the spatial implication of their SWOB analysis;

•

the previous calibration of levels of integration & links and movements;
and

•

taking into account the overall consideration of reducing car
dependency and the support of public transport.

Again figure 29.0 to 32.0 represent variations on common themes. The main
features are:
•

local centres were shown across the area, serving
neighbourhoods created by the parcelling of the site by the
proposed street network;

•

all groups retained the green wedges formed by the existing
watercourses as a marketable feature;

•

all groups proposed local and neighbourhood centres. Group C
specified theirs as containing a village green, school, faith
buildings and community building;

•

all groups specified the provision of green corridors. Groups B
and C proposed using the green network as the basis for the
provision of an eco-centre or Green activity hub.
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•

Groups B and C proposed employment areas to the south west of
the area and the east adjacent to the Finedon Road Industrial
Estate and railway.

•

There was a general proposal across the groups for high quality,
high tech or eco based business, education and science
provision: group A proposed the regeneration of the Finedon
Road Industrial Estate for high tech uses and provision of
conference facilities; group B proposed a ‘core investment HQ;
group c suggest the provision of ‘campus style science a parks;
and group D suggested the provision of a University hub and a
regional level business park.

4.3. Summary of role delivery actions:
On completion of the mental mapping SWOB, edge evaluation, movement
and use analysis each group was invited to present their ‘pitch’ to the
workshop highlighting their key ideas for the area north of the town in regard
to delivering their aspirations for Wellingborough in 2021 – the town should
raise its image to be regional centre. Table 25.0 records the main points
presented by each group and provides a summary of the results of workshop
day 3.
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Table 25.0 Final ‘selling points’ of the group role delivery plans – north of
wellingborough.

Group A.

Group C.

1. Green setting for new homes. Ridge and

1. New name - Hopcroft Hill (Upper Redhill

valley.

was also discussed).

2. Connected to the northern edge of town –

2. Campus style science parks. Education

its own facilities will provide facilities to the

and skills training.

wider community.
3. Regional facilities – Golf, sports new

3. Ecologically and environmentally friendly

conference centre & hotel.

residentials (wind farm).

4. Green infrastructure – valley and ridge

4. Green linear park with eco-centre (lots of

walks. Horticulture and woodland.

green links.

5. Regeneration and renewal of outdated

5. Easy green and hard access to WEAST

employment – linked to quality environment

and the station.

and housing.
6. By-pass is an issue – it splits the site.
Group B.

Group D.

1. Grange investment site – farming, ecology

1. Blank canvas: opportunity to use network

and environment.

of green space to frame quality development.
Link into River Ise corridor.

2. Habitat bridge – 100 metres wide - linking

2. Integration (physical and community):

to the local centre.

Opportunity to integrate northern edge of
town with wider countryside and facilities e.g.
Redhill Grange.

3. Green leisure highway.

3. Communication: Prime location on new
committed/planned A45/A14 link. Potential
link into rail network/station.

4. Connectivity and diversity.

4. Potential: University hub. Regional level
Business park (need to look at other options
around the town).

5. National Advanced Training centre for

5. Design for sustainability: High quality

Urban & Rural Environments (NATURE).

design. Blank canvas: opportunity to have
high level of design – SUDs/ecohomes/renewables/energy/waste/water.
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In terms of helping to achieve the 2021 aspiration a summary of 4 key
themes for the north can be extracted from table 24.0 as follows:
1. Green – character: use the existing topography, drainage
patterns and vegetation to provide a green setting for new
homes and businesses.
2. Green – eco: a) develop a national rural and urban
environment education centre (NATURE) possibly annexed
to a regional University; b) develop horticulture and other
green productive process in the existing landscape; c)
insist on and apply only the highest standards of
environmentally friendly master planning, building design
and construction.
3. High tech business: provide high quality business/science
parks with ancillary education, research and skill
development facilities – possibly in conjunction with a
regional University.
4. Connectivity and facilities: a) connect to site into the rest of
Wellingborough and maximise regional connectivity by
road and rail; b) ensure access for adjacent communities to
new facilities and c) provide a regular and reliable public
transport system ensuring connectivity to the railway
station.
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4.4 Identification of other emerging issues.
At the end of the workshop the participants were asked to list any other issues
relating to the development north of Wellingborough that they felt were
relevant. Table 26.0 lists the emerging issues requiring further action in the
order they were received at the workshop – they are not in order of
precedence.
Table 26.0 Emerging issues requiring action – north of Wellingborough.
1. Relationship with other towns in North

20. Wider highway impact.

Northants.
2. Supply of water/reservoir.

21. Safety by design.

3. Capacity of pumping station and sewage

22. Linkage – North Northants/Region/UK.

farm.
4. A14 & A45

23. Is it deliverable?

5. Further work on southern link road

24. Post 2021

location.
6. Does Wellingborough have the capacity to

25. Town centre to keep up.

be the centre of excellence?
7. What community facilities are needed in

26. Does the North-west have the same

the eastern extension? And how are they

USP as WEAST?

delivered and maintained?
8. How do we make people of the town

27. Funding and delivery of infrastructure.

aware of the green potential and engage
them?
9. Community integration.

28. Climate change.

10. Split residential/employment.

29. Public transport.

11. Affordability

30. Structure/management of green
infrastructure.

12. Flood plain cost/capacity. SUDS

31. Integration within the sub-region.

13. Mixed tenure.

32. Competition with other growth areas –
Olympics.

14. By-pass?

33. Support from external agencies.

15. Public transport to the town centre.

34. Scale of development.

16. One integrated town.

35. Timescale – too short.

17. Community facilities and services i.e.

36. Jobs/skills (construction college).

shops, health, schools.
18. Marketing.

37. Sustainability: renewables.

19. Density & design.

38. Leisure – formal and informal.
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Most of the issues raise are concerned with detail and will need to be
addressed by the stakeholders if the basic frameworks of ideas generated at
the workshop are to be advanced.
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